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The international economic crisis has had a severe impact on the Spanish economy. Alongside, political 
changes have also occurred in Catalonia the recent years. Data from two identical Discrete Choice 
Experiments performed in two different times (2008 and 2010) show how these changes did affect 
consumers’ wine preferences. The Generalized Multinomial Logit model (GMNL) has been applied as it 
allows determining consumers’ degree of certainty and heterogeneity in the choice making. The results 
showed that the scale and the taste heterogeneities have decreased significantly after the economic crisis, 
which may imply that external common circumstances had a homogenising influence in consumer 
choices by decreasing the level of randomness of consumers’ selection. The consumers’ preferences for a 
Catalan origin of the wine also increased.  
 
1. Introduction and Objectives  

Wine consumption in Catalonia, as a traditional wine country, experiences a shift in the later years: the 
demand for higher-quality wines increases while consumption of table wines decreases (MAGRAMA, 
Consumption panel, 2014). However, the Catalan wine sector show a relatively low market share of the 
Catalan quality wines (DO): Catalan DO wines only account up to 33.7% of the total quality wine 
consumption in Catalonia (Nielsen Panel, 2014). On the other hand, Catalan quality wines are every time 
more consumed and appreciated beyond our borders (DATACOMEX, 2014).  

Since 2007 the world economy has undergone a phase of marked instability. The economic crisis in Spain 
has had an adjustment in employment that can be defined as virulent and protracted. It began in early 
2008 (Ortega, E. and Peñalosa, J., 2012) with a peak of unemployment in 2011 that reached more than 6.2 
million people (INE, 2014). Consequently, there is been a sharp drop in consumption and in fixed capital 
investment (Carballo-Cruz F., 2011). The agro food sector has also faced the consequences of the crisis 
(Nielsen Market trends, follow up 2008-14).  

Political changes have also occurred in Catalonia in the recent years. The amount of nationalist Members 
of Parliament (MP) increased 10.1% from 2006 to 2010. Later on, those “strongly in favour of an 
independent Catalonia” MP increased in the elections of 2012 in 7.4% (data from the Catalan Parliament, 
in comparison with the elections of 2010). Besides, the main nationalist party in Catalonia (CIU, for 
Convergència i Unió), has shifted from nationalism to Catalan independentism (Guibernau, M., 2013; 
Hopkin, J., 2012; Serrano, I., 2014; amongst others).  

In this context, our main goal is to determine consumers’ wine preferences in Catalonia and their changes 
regarding the newer economic and political scenario.  

 

2. Methodology 

Discrete Choice Experiments (DCE) aim to identify the individual’s indirect utility function associated 
with attributes of products by examining the trade-offs they make when making choice decisions. Our 
data has been modelled by the recently developed model, the Generalised Multinomial Logit (GMNL) of 
Fiebig et al. (2010). The GMNL allows the determination of preference (or taste) and scale heterogeneity 
simultaneously.  In this case, the expression of the utility to person n from choosing alternative j on 
choice set t is given by:  

0 0( ) [ γ (1 γ ) ]njt j nj n n n n njt njtU X                  (1) 

where γ is a mixing parameter between 0 and 1; which value stands as the level of dependency between 
the scale heterogeneity σn, and the heterogeneity of the random parameters ηn; and σn is the individuals’ 
(n) scaling of β up or down, and where (β0j + η0nj) are the heterogeneous intercepts, with β0 being the 
mean vector, and η0n the stochastic component. 

The first step of DCE is to define the main attributes that consumers consider in wine choice, for which 
we examined prior research performed on wine choice (Kallas et al., 2013; Bernabéu et al., 2012; 
amongst others). The final set of attributes included was: origin, grape variety, wine references and price. 

Data were collected from two identical surveys performed in two different times: before (early 2008) and 
during (end 2010) the current economic crisis (400 and 401 consumers, respectively).  

  



3. Results and Discussion 
Both models are statistically significant and exhibited a good fit with highly significant likelihood ratios. 
For both surveys, consumers’ preferences are higher for the local (Catalan) origin of the product, and for 
the grape variety Cabernet sauvignon. In 2008, the results show that practically all random parameters are 
significant. However, some of these become not significant in 2010, as Spanish wines and the No-choice 
option. The latter’s utility turns from negative to positive, with a remarkable high value in 2010. Thus, 
consumers show a greater preference for not taking the product, indicating persistence in the unobserved 
attributes (Table 1). 

The scaling factor (τ) has turned to be not significant in 2010 from a significant positive value in 2008. As 
the parameter τ decreases, the degree of scale heterogeneity decreases as well. Therefore, the variation of 
the degree of randomness in consumers’ decisions has decreased significantly and, thus has the degree of 
uncertainty in the decision-making process. The mixing parameter gamma (γ) also becomes not 
significant in 2010, which confirms that the taste heterogeneity is proportional to the scale heterogeneity.   

The results for taste heterogeneity in 2008 are significant for all the identified parameters, with the 
exception of the level “recommended”. Conversely, in 2010, taste heterogeneity is equal to zero for most 
of the parameters. This goes in accordance with the values obtained for the scaling factor (τ) and the 
mixing parameter gamma (γ).  

 

4. Conclusions 

This work is, to our knowledge, the first application in the literature of food and wine preferences studies 
to measure the impact of the economic and political crisis in Catalonia (Spain). Two identical surveys 
were carried out before and during the economic crisis. These allow us to assess how the changing 
scenario affected consumers’ wine preferences. The Generalized Multinomial Logit model (GMNL) 
decomposes unobserved heterogeneity into taste heterogeneity and scale heterogeneity. Thus, it can 
determine consumers’ degree of certainty and heterogeneity in the choice making. 

Consumers’ preferences are higher for the local (Catalan) origin of the product and for the grape variety 
Cabernet Sauvignon. Nevertheless, in 2010, wine preferences are more homogeneous across consumers: 
results do not show unobservable heterogeneity, neither scale nor taste heterogeneity. In this sense, the 
external common circumstances may have had a homogenising influence in consumer choices. 
Furthermore, it is worth noting that consumers’ utility for Spanish wines becomes non-significant in 
2010. These findings are in accordance with the economic and political scenario. 
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Table 1. Random parameter estimates and specifications of the GMXL model. Results for 2008 and 2010.  

 
Significance levels:*** p<0.01; **p<0.05; * p< 0.10 
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